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INTRODUCTION AND METHODOLOGY
The Town of Cochrane Alberta is situated in the Bow River Valley, just west of the City of Calgary on the
scenic Highway 1A, and is a vibrant community surrounded by rolling foothills and ranches. Cochrane’s
proximity to Calgary positions it within the largest metropolitan area in Alberta and one of the fastest
growing regions in Canada.
The population of Cochrane has increased over 47% in the last five years to over 26,000 residents. A
strong tourism sector will aid in the development and vibrancy of festivals, events, pedestrian-oriented
areas and shopping districts, improve small business profitability, provide local jobs, attract new residents
and support sustainable economic development in the community.
This strategy has been created to align with Cochrane’s Economic Development Strategy as well as all
other related Town guideline and policy documents.
In formulating the strategy, the methodological approach was to assess Cochrane’s strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities and threats as a tourist destination and gather data from local businesses and event
coordinators on how the tourism industry impacts their operations. The Town of Cochrane, through its
Economic Development Section, engaged Cochrane Tourism, the Cochrane Chamber of Commerce and
other stakeholders to create this strategy through a hosted workshop and online tourism surveys. Town
staff were also engaged in reviewing and commenting on the plan as it was developed.
The conclusions from the situational analysis was used to create the strategy that articulates the
following:
•
•
•

2018

A tourism vision and mission
Objectives and goals to strengthen tourism
An implementation plan to identify accountability and measure success
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Town of Cochrane Tourism Strategy 2018-2023 outlines a vision, mission, objectives and goals to
improve the tourism industry that contributes to the overall economic sustainability of the community.

Vision
Inspire the world to visit Cochrane by providing must-see and must-experience tourism products, and
marketing them creatively and effectively, while highlighting Cochrane’s distinct character.

Mission
Increase the economic impact of tourism in Cochrane by supporting the creation of tourism products,
fostering productive business relationships and creative effective, consistent marketing.
Creating a stronger tourism industry will play a significant role in the community by enhancing the
prosperity of the local business economy, and by raising public awareness that Cochrane is an attractive
place play, visit and potentially live and work. Increased visitor spending contributes greatly towards
the financial success of accommodation, retail, commercial, food and beverage, attractions and the
entertainment sector of the local economy.
The development of the Tourism Strategy has determined that:
•
•
•
•

Tourism in Alberta and the Region will remain strong for the foreseeable future
Travellers base their destination choice on what experiences they will have when they arrive
Travellers to Cochrane are looking for authentic programmed cultural experiences
There is a benefit for Cochrane businesses and event coordinators in having a local organization 		
provide assistance in building tourism products and the knowledge to market the product
		
appropriately
The Cochrane Tourism Association(CTA), Cochrane’s Destination Marketing Organization, has an 		
opportunity to take on a larger roll in the creation of tourism products
A more collaborative effort and aligned objectives between Cochrane Economic Development and 		
the CTA will make the delivery of the strategy more successful

•
•

The tourism strategy implementation plan outlines the organizations responsible for leading the
implementation within an overarching governance and funding structure.

Objectives
Objective One – Develop the Cochrane Experience to establish Cochrane as a unique destination to
compel travellers to visit.
Objective Two - Provide guidance, resources and partnerships to enhance existing

tourism products.

Objective Three - Attract and create new tourism products to/in Cochrane
Objective Four – Maintain, upgrade and enhance municipal infrastructure that enhances the Cochrane
Experience
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SITUATIONAL ANALYSIS
TOURISM STATISTICS
Canada
Canada’s tourism sector benefitted from a robust year-over-year increase of 4.2% in tourism spending in
2016 as total tourism expenditures from domestic and international visitors reached $91.6 billion. The
largest gains in revenues were registered with passenger air transport (+7.0%), accommodation (+5.7%)
and food and beverage services (+5.6%).i
In 2016, US arrivals increased by 10% to reach 13.9 million, thanks to a strong US dollar and rebounding
consumer confidence. The US is Canada’s biggest source of visitors. In 2016, 13.9 million visiting
Americans generated about 48% of Canada’s total international tourism revenue. Overall arrivals from
the US in 2016 were at their highest since 2005, with air arrivals, up 17% over 2015, representing an
increasing share of arrivals. Visitors from the US skew older, with visitors aged 55+ accounting for 48% of
arrivals.ii
Canadians travelling in Canada has the potential to continue growing through to 2018 as economic
conditions improve. The weak state of the Canadian dollar has made many Canadian leisure travellers
reassess their vacations this year with 19% saying they have already cancelled a trip they were planning
to make to the United States, and half saying they will vacation in other areas of Canada instead of
visiting the United States.iii

Alberta
Given that Canadian travellers, including those from Alberta, account for 95% of Alberta’s total visitation
and almost 77% of total expenditures, Canada is an important market for Alberta tourism operators.iv
The latest Alberta Tourism Market Monitor from the Alberta Government (posted on Travel Alberta’s
industry website), suggests the declining loonie and economic slowdown have had a positive impact on
Canadian travellers’ future plans to visit Alberta. In its survey of 1,915 Canadian travellers, roughly onein-seven said they plan to visit Banff/Lake Louise (14%) or Edmonton (13%) in the next six months. Banff/
Lake Louise was also viewed as the most appealing Canadian destination, followed by Vancouver and
Victoria.v

Calgary Region
In 2014, the Calgary and area region received 8.27 million visits in total, of which 6.28 million (75.9%)
were by Albertans. Another 1.3 million visits (15.7%) were by other Canadians. Of the remaining 695,000
visits (9%), 229,000 (2.8%) came from the United States and 466,000 (5.6%) arrived from overseas.vi
Residents of Calgary and area accounted for 28% of the visits made to the region. Residents of southern
Alberta accounted for 17% of visits made to the region, while Edmonton and area accounted for 14%
and residents of central Alberta 13%. Residents of British Columbia accounted for 7% of visits to Calgary
and area, residents of Saskatchewan 4% and residents of Ontario 3%. Direct tourism expenditure by
these visitors was approximately $2.3 billion. Residents of Alberta accounted for 54.2% of direct visitor
spending in the Calgary and area tourism region. Visitors from other parts of Canada accounted for 27.1%,
visitors from the United States accounted for 5.3% and overseas visitors accounted for 13.4% of direct
tourism expenditure in the region.vii
2018
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Approximately 44% of all visits to the region included at least one overnight stop, yielding 3.67 million
overnight visits in 2014. Residents of Edmonton and area accounted for 18% of all overnight travel to
the region. This was followed by residents of southern Alberta (10%) and central Alberta (9%). Residents
of British Columbia accounted for 14%, residents of Saskatchewan accounted for 9% and residents of
Ontario accounted for 7%. Visitors from Europe accounted for 7% of the overnight visits to the region.viii

SWOT
The Tourism workshop held June 5, 2017 focused on the creation of a SWOT Analysis. The following
people attended the meeting: Mick Gee (Cochrane on Line), Shelley Glenn (Schooners on First), Hillary
Richardson (Cochrane Tourism), Susan Ransom (Krang Distillery), Valerie McCracken (Farmers Market),
Wendy Reinitz (Luna Express), Chuck Collins (Chamber of Commerce) Chris Heier (Half Hitch Brewery),
Patti Palmer(ToC) and Suzanne Goyetche (VIC). Specific questions were asked in each of the four sections
to provoke discussion and draw out the key strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats regarding
tourism.
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STRENGTHS

WEAKNESSES

• What does our town have to
offer?
• What does our town do well in
comparison to others?

• What are the risks that can 		
limit tourism success?
• What are others likely to see as
weaknesses in the community?

OPPORTUNITIES

THREATS

• What opportunities exist 		
for enhancing or supporting
existing strengths that 		
have been identified?
• What tourism trends could your
community take advantage of?
• What weaknesses can be 		
turned into strengths?

• What political, economic or 		
technological trends could 		
harm the community?
• What threatens the key 		
strengths you identified?
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STRENGTHS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Community events
Strong sports teams- hockey, football etc.
Historic Downtown area
Spirit of the people
Natural environment, location
Proximity to the Calgary Airport
Made in Cochrane products
Western Heritage
Regional and local outdoor activities
Good base/hub for regional travel
Affordable hotels
Overhead low, cost of doing business
Walkability, VIC washrooms
Consistent tourism marketing
Low Non-Residential property taxes

2018

WEAKNESSES
• Lack of programmable indoor space (community
centre)
• No big conference centre with hotel
• Too close to Calgary and Banff (tourists bypass
Cochrane)
• Proposed new highway, wayfinding (lack of signs
to intrigue people to turn in here)
• Too far from TransCanada (highway #1)
• Business hours, not consistent or open past 5pm
• Parking for tour buses, RVs
• All-season events are limited
• Train crossing limits walkability and bigger
events
• No partnership with regional partners (towns,
chambers, VIC)
• No local or regional transit
• Lack of tourism focused customer service
• No mandate to make tourism products or
connect companies together to make a product
ready for export (left to private industry)
• No one agency is responsible for the growth of
the tourism industry in Cochrane
• Gateways to identify areas of interest
• Holistic marketing of Cochrane seems ineffective
• 24 hour washrooms
• No upscale hotel and not in the main tourist
areas
• Confusing Historic Cochrane Ranche vs Cochrane
RancheHouse
• No real inventory of what is a tourism product in
Cochrane
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OPPORTUNITIES

THREATS

• Culinary tourism
• Greystone (intensification of the town core
where most retail is located)
• Agriculture tourism market (dedicated space)
• Passenger train, regional transit
• Hands-on activities
• Western heritage –growing events to multi-day
activities
• Aboriginal experiences
• Attraction of tourism retail and amenities (more
bathrooms, stores of interest)
• Have businesses working together to create
products for the visitor
• Open Spaces – making great spaces for residents
and visitors
• Pathways and connections – Bow River
• Amenities in open spaces – gathering spaces
• Cycling Hub
• Regional draw – Road Cycling mecca
• BMX
• Long term connections to City of Calgary via
Glenbow Park
• Bike Share program
• Recreation Centre
• Wayfinding Signage
• Tourism product development (e.g. packages)

• New highway intersection at 22/1A, people will
just pass by
• Online shopping
• Economic climate
• Council (different thinking or priorities)
• Attitude of the people (e.g. growing too fast)
• Labour and housing shortage for minimum wage
jobs
• Provincial minimum wage increase
• US politics
• Loss of character / identity of Town
• Poor open space planning

8
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Cochrane River Pathxiv

VISITOR ANALYSIS
Fundamental to Cochrane’s ability to successfully create tourism products and market them is the
understanding of the type of customer coming to Cochrane and what they want in a “Cochrane
experience.”
Environics Research Group, one of Canada’s leading marketing and social research firms, worked with the
Canadian Tourism Commission (CTC) to develop the Explorer Quotient™ (EQ). EQ builds a link between
travellers’ social values and their travel behaviours and preferences. As we move from selling products to
selling experiences, we are also moving to a more in-depth, psychographic method of defining our target
audiences based on EQ profiles.ix
In June of 2015 Travel Alberta held a “Getting to Know Your Best Customer Workshop Series Travel
Alberta Explorer Quotient® (EQ), ” put on in coordination with Cochrane Tourism. It was determined that
Cochrane attracts three types of traveller groups: The No-Hassle Traveller, the Cultural Explorer and the
Free Spirit. The Explorer Quotient describes these groups (see Appendix A).

2018
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TYPES OF TOURISTS IN COCHRANE
The Tourism Workgroup discussed the type of tourist that they thought came to Cochrane. We asked
them: Why are people coming to Cochrane and what type of tourist are they?

THEIR ANSWERS:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Outdoor seekers
Looking for western and Aboriginal culture
Visiting family
Day trips from other places such as Calgary, Edmonton, Banff
Cyclists
Motorcycles
Senior groups
Rodeo heritage
Events – Rodeo, Cochrane Fair

Cochrane Rodeo xiv
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COMMUNITY TOURISM ASSET OVERVIEW
Visitors have different reasons for travel and when they travel, they participate in a variety of activities.
Some activities are actually motivators for travel to a specific community. A Tourism Assets Inventory
for Cochrane was created to identify some of these motivators. This inventory is not a comprehensive
list of all businesses that may have tourists as customers. Instead, the question was asked, “Would (do)
people from out of the area specifically travel here to experience this product?” The entire Tourism
Asset Inventory can be found on the Cochrane Economic Development Website and an overview of the
Inventory has been provided here for the purposes of this strategy.
The overview speaks to local attractions and products in Cochrane town limits.

Accommodations
•
•
•
•

4 hotels
1 motel
7 bed and breakfast
258 rooms total

Conference and Meeting Rooms
• Cochrane RancheHouse – 7 rooms- capacity 225, 1 theater - capacity of 209
• Days Inn and Suites – 2 meeting rooms – capacity 50 per room
• Ramada Cochrane – one meeting room capacity 50

Sporting and Agricultural Facilities
• Spray Lake Sawmills Family Sports Centre
• 3 hockey rinks
• 6 curling sheets
• Waterslide
• Wave pool
• 8-lane swimming pool
• Warm water therapy pool
• Running track
• Indoor soccer/lacrosse
• Fitness centre
• Cochrane Arena
• 1 ice surface

• Cochrane Lions Rodeo Grounds
• Agriculture Society Grounds

Parks and Natural Areas
•
•
•
•

RiverFront Park (9.1 ha)
Mitford Park and Pond (34 ha)
Cochrane Ranche (55 ha)
Off-leash dog parks (6 ha)

• Along the river between the bridge at the south end of River Ave and the east end of Griffin Road, opposite
Spray Lake Sawmills Family Sports Centre.
• West of Highway 22, north the Bow River. Dogs can run in the 2.3 acre site accessible by following the pathway
under the Highway 22 bridge, north on the red shale pathway (northwest corner of the tree nursery).

• West of Highway 22, north of West Rock Road
• Zero Gravity Skate Park
• Glenbow Ranch Provincial Park
2018
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Campgrounds
• Bow RiversEdge Campground (144 pads)

Golf Courses
• Gleneagles Golf Course – 18-hole championship course
• Cochrane Golf Course – 9-hole course with mini golf course

Events and Festivals
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Annual Kimmett Cup, Mitford Pond (January)
ATCO Cochrane WinterFest (February)
Cochrane Bridal Fair (March)
Cochrane and District Trade Show (May)
Cochrane Art Club’s Fine Art Show & Sale (May)
Footstock, featuring a 5 km run or walk, 10 km run or walk, individual duathlon, duathlon relay, half
marathon and kids triathlon (June)
Cochrane BMX Provincial Races (June)
Cochrane Farmers’ Market (Saturday mornings June to September)
Cochrane Street Market, on First Street West (June - Sept third Thursday of month)
Canada Day Celebration at Mitford Park (July 1)
Foothills Bucking Horse Futurity (July)
Medieval Day (July)
Calgary Police Rodeo with barn dance , Cochrane Lions Rodeo Grounds (August)
Cochrane Fair (August)
Slimdor Ranch Rodeo (September)
Annual Cochrane Lions Labour Day Rodeo (September)
Cochrane Labour Day Parade (September)
Cochrane Classic Car Club Show and Shine (September)
Cochrane Terry Fox Run (September)
The Lindsay Leigh Kimmett Memorial Foundation Monumental Tournament of Aces (September)
Cochrane Outhouse Races (September)
ACFC-Cochrane Has ARTS Festival (September)
Foothills Art Club Annual Fall Show and Sale (October)
Cochrane Light Up (November)
Christmas Market (December)
Cochrane Santa Claus Parade (December)
Martin Parnell’s Annual Run/Walk (December)

Heritage, Arts, and Cultural Attractions
• CHAPS Museum

• Stockman’s Library (RancheHouse)

Shopping Areas
•
•
•
•
•

Historic Downtown
Fifth Avenue Shopping
Centre Avenue Shopping(Quarry)
Main Street East
Westside Services
12
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Community and Visitor Infrastructure		
• Transportation to community		
• Air via Calgary International Airport (35 minutes from Cochrane)
• Road via Highway 1A or Highway 22 from Highway 1
• Ground transportation		
• Taxi
• Other - 2 local tour bus companies		
• Visitor amenities		
• Visitor Centre in Historic Downtown Cochrane (including public washrooms and high speed internet
access)
• Streets graded for people in wheelchairs

Canada Day Fireworks Cochrane
2018
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TOURISM ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE
Cochrane Tourism Association
The Cochrane Tourism Association (CTA) is the Destination Marketing Organization (DMO) for Cochrane,
Alberta. The CTA receives annual funding from several sources: an annual operating grant from the Town
of Cochrane, two Destination Marketing Funds (Cochrane Destination Marketing Fund and Canalta West
Destination Marketing Fund), membership fees, and periodic project funding from Travel Alberta.x The
CTA does not create tourism products — their role is to promote Cochrane as a destination. The DMF
funding is typically used for marketing campaigns when overnight stays are being promoted.
The CTA is governed by a Board of ten volunteer Directors and has a part-time Executive Director. The CTA
reports annually to the Town and Province on activities; it approaches the DMFs on a case by case basis
to secure project funding. The CTA is membership driven and provide services and benefits only to their
members:
•
•
•
•

Website exposure (standard and mobile versions)
The option to create a hosted webpage showcasing members’ business on www.cochrane-tourism.ca
A free listing and a 10% discount on advertising in “Alternate Routes – The Cochrane Guide”
The opportunity to participate in joint marketing with other members including print and radio
campaigns
• An invitation to CTA Members Open House
• Voting privileges at the Annual General Meetingxi
The CTA’s annual activities include the following:xii
• Providing information to visitors by phone, email, Facebook, and Twitter
• Maintaining www.cochrane-tourism.ca with information on special events, attractions, accommodation,
shopping, restaurant information, and special vacation offers.
• Production of “Alternate Routes: The Cochrane Guide”
• Annual print advertising projects: Visit Calgary, Our Alberta, Eat Stay Play Airdrie, Cochrane Map, Ad
Amazing, See Calgary Map, Experience The Cowboy Trail and Kananaskis Country
• Special marketing projects like Stomping Grounds with partners like Glenbow Ranch Provincial Park,
both DMFs, and Travel Alberta
• Annual media projects such as radio campaigns on selected Calgary stations
• Sponsoring the Cochrane page on www.TripAdvisor.ca
• An active social media program (Facebook and Twitter)
• YouTube channel to showcase Cochrane
• Media relations program (including press releases and interviews)
• Pursuing projects and marketing in cooperation with members and non-member groups, including the
Historic Downtown Cochrane Business Community and the Cochrane Chamber of Commerce
• Providing sponsorship opportunities to organizations that represent Cochrane in communities
throughout Alberta, such as the Lions Rodeo Royalty
• Submitting special events and offers to Travel Alberta, Tourism Calgary, Shaw TV and Swerve Magazine
• Maintaining and growing a membership base
• Providing an advocate role in relation to the local tourism industry
• Providing an outlet for volunteer hours in support of our tourism industry
• Partnering with Town of Cochrane Economic Development and the Calgary Regional Partnership to
begin developing more baseline tourism survey data for Cochrane
• Maintaining strong relations with Travel Alberta to showcase Cochrane
The Cochrane Tourism Mission Statement is: Cochrane Tourism will endeavour to promote Cochrane
through the encouragement and facilitation of events, promotions and campaigns to raise the awareness
of Cochrane as an outstanding, innovative and exciting visitor destination. This assignment will be
achieved in conjunction with other organizations, groups, and levels of government with full cooperation
and integrity.xiii
14
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Cochrane Economic Development
The Town of Cochrane’s Economic Development Section (CED) plays a role in tourism as well. The CED is
responsible for staffing and maintaining the year-round Visitor and Resident Information Centre.
This Centre provides local and regional tourist information and washrooms to both visitors and
Cochranites in the Historic Downtown District. Additionally, the Centre houses the Community Event
Planning Team that coordinates the event permitting process for public parks, roads and venues with
event organizers.
The Centre in the last year has started to provide a few tourism products to enhance the visitor
experience. Walking tours of the Historic Downtown and information about our history are available as
well as a tour guide for bus tours that want to explore Cochrane.
The CED provides support for local businesses in the tourism industry. Cochrane’s Economic Development
Strategy of 2013 outlines three priorities regarding tourism:
• Collaborate with the downtown merchants, Chamber of Commerce, Cochrane Tourism, the Arts &
Culture Foundation of Cochrane and other organizations to stimulate communication between groups
and gather information to support them in future endeavours
• Promote and support tourism in Cochrane
• Support Cochrane Tourism in marketing the downtown as a retail and services destination for regional
residents
These priorities have been ongoing through the last four years with some success. The creation of this
Tourism Strategy will assist in the further support of the tourism industry by giving businesses, event
groups and the Destination Marketing Organizations a better understanding of the priorities and markets
to focus on regarding marketing and tourism product creation.

Cochrane Recreation Culture and Arts

Cochrane RancheHouse

Town of Cochrane Recreation, Culture and Arts section plan and deliver Cochrane’s Canada Day
Celebration and Discover the Ranche programs.
The Canada Day event is designed for the residents of Cochrane but also draws regional tourists from the
Calgary area. Marketing is done locally and through the region by both Cochrane Recreation Culture and
Arts and Cochrane Tourism. The number of tourists attending has never been measured.
Discover the Ranch is an activity and walking tour of the Historic Cochrane Ranche Site. This tour is a
draw for local schools in the spring as an outdoor educational session(schools book tours with a guide
from Recreation Culture and Arts). Discover the Ranche is also offered as a registered children’s activity
during the summer and school breaks. There is a self-guided walking tour that is also a draw for tourists
that visit Cochrane. Maps can be downloaded from the Cochrane municipal website or collected from
the Town’s Visitor and Resident Information Centre. Discover the Ranch is marketed locally through the
Town’s Program and Activity guide and website and through Cochrane Tourism. No visitor data is collected
at the Ranche Site.
2018
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COCHRANE TOURISM SURVEY
In May of 2017 Cochrane Economic Development created two surveys to gather information from the
Cochrane business community and event coordinators who create and maintain events and festivals
in Cochrane. The Business Tourism Survey had 48 responders and the Event Group Survey had 11
responders.

Business Survey Results (See appendix B)
Of the 48 responders, 60% were family owned and run businesses with 50% of the businesses closed
during Christmas or having reduced hours in the winter months. The majority of responders see Spring,
Summer and Autumn as their busy season. Tourism customers contribute to 80% of the responders’
customer base in some way, however 40% of responders believe that tourism only contributes to 25% of
their customer base overall. Their tourists come from an even percentage of regional, Alberta, national
and international areas.
All of the responders are actively marketing their businesses with “word of mouth, their own website
and social media” being the most used forms of marketing. Print media and sponsorship of events was
substantial as well.
The most effective form of marketing for the responders was “word of mouth and social media” but 65%
of the responders do not specifically market to tourist customers. Over the past five years, 51% of the
responders believe tourism visitation has increased and 38% of the responders stated it has stayed the
same. When asked why people come to Cochrane, multiple reasons were chosen (See appendix B).
The responders were asked what could compliment what is already in Cochrane and a wide array of
answers were given. Multiple responders would like to see more attractions that enhance our western
heritage and speak to our western culture. As well, a conference centre, arts centre and museum were
popular answers.

Event Organizers Survey (See appendix B)
This survey had 11 responders of which nine were non-profit events in Cochrane. Most the events occur
in the spring and summer months. For 95% of the events groups, tourism is only 25% of their customer
base; they mostly see local customers to their events. Another area in which 45% of responders would
like to see a draw of customers from is the region (Calgary and area day trips).
All the responders promote their event though word of mouth, social media; all but one responders use
the Town of Cochrane digital signs to advertise their event. Websites, print media and event signs were
also used. Social media and word of mouth has made the greatest impact to their event. Over 72% of the
responders do not directly market to tourists.

16
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Big Hill Creek
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Rocky Mountains
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CURRENT MARKETING ACTIVITIES
Sip, Savour Saddle Up is Cochrane Tourism’s focus for 2017 high season advertising to highlight our
western heritage, Made in Cochrane products, and unique experiences.

18
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These ads are being used in print media and a video is being produced for Bell Media, TV spots on CTV
5 and 6 pm news. Funds for this project are coming from the Cochrane Destination Marketing Fund and
Canalta Destination West Marketing Fund.
Hungry for Adventure branding has been in place since 2012 which allows leisure travellers to customize
their own vacation package with adventure, shopping, restaurant, and accommodation coupons. These
offers run from May until the end of September, and a summer radio campaign in the Calgary market
highlights each member who has submitted a coupon, as well as the summer events. http://www.
cochrane-tourism.ca/hungry-for-adventure/ The coupons are also promoted via social media and other
channels, like the event posters produced for display at the Cochrane Farmers’ Market.
Cochrane is Christmas Town branding begins around November and encourages visitors to enjoy the
seasonal events and do their Christmas shopping here. This campaign started as a joint project with the
Historic Downtown Business Committee, but Cochrane Tourism has taken over the campaign. Members
provide coupons, just as they do for Hungry for Adventure and Cochrane Tourism promotes those coupons
on late fall radio campaigns and social media channels: http://www.cochrane-tourism.ca/cochrane-ischristmas-town/

Individual projects
Alternate Routes Sponsorship towards distribution of the 30,000-print run - Cochrane Destination
Marketing Fund and Canalta Destination West Marketing Fund
Social media (Facebook, Twitter and now Instagram)

Tourism Association
Visit Calgary, full page ad - Cochrane Destination Marketing Fund and Canalta Destination West Marketing
Fund
Eat Stay Play Airdrie, back cover at non-profit pricing - Cochrane Tourism Association
Cochrane Map, ads in folded and tear off editions - Cochrane Tourism Association
See Calgary Map, prominent inside ad - Cochrane Destination Marketing Fund and Canalta Destination
West

Marketing Fund
Ad Amazing coupons - Cochrane Tourism Association
Experience the Cowboy Trail and Kananaskis Country, half page ad - Cochrane Tourism Association
Trip Advisor sponsorship of the Cochrane page on tripadvisor.ca - Cochrane Tourism Association
Airport Pylon ads - Cochrane Tourism Association
Summer Kool and Wild FM campaigns - Cochrane Destination Marketing Fund
Seekers Media, new content marketing project - Cochrane Destination Marketing Fund and Canalta

Destination West Marketing Fund and Travel Alberta
Sponsorship of Lions Rodeo Queen - Cochrane Tourism Association
Summer in the City (Edmonton), full page ad - Cochrane Destination Marketing Fund and Canalta
Destination West Marketing Fund

20
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DOWNTOWN REVITALIZATION PROJECT
The purpose of the 2016 Historic Downtown Revitalization Project (HDRP) was to build upon past
downtown planning initiatives and continue to revitalize Cochrane’s Historic Downtown. This document
speaks to continued investment in infrastructure and building improvements in the downtown core
and presents an opportunity for the Town of Cochrane to continue to strengthen this economically
and historically important part of the Town. It is an opportunity to build on the area’s many assets and
address existing local challenges to re-position Cochrane’s Historic Downtown for a healthier and more
prosperous future. As the Historic Downtown is one of the main tourism attractions, the work done in the
HDRP is vital to the future of tourism in Cochrane.

Historic Downtown Cochrane

2018
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STATISTICAL ANALYSIS CONCLUSIONS
Tourism Statistics
The Alberta economic downturn of 2015 made many municipalities look for ways to improve the local
economy through the diversification of industry. Competition for the tourist dollar is intense in the
Calgary Region as almost every municipality is working on ways to capture more revenue from tourism.
The tourism industry will remain strong through 2018 and Cochrane businesses and Cochrane events
should position themselves to market to all visitors that come to the region but a focus should be
centred around marketing to:
• Calgarians and regional day trippers
• Provincial and national travellers that use Calgary as a hub and visit the region
• International travellers that come via the tour bus

Cochrane Visitor
Cochrane Economic Development in coordination with Cochrane Tourism has done well to identify its
target tourism customer through Destination Canada’s Explorer Quotient program (See appendix A). EQ
goes beyond traditional market research to define people. It looks deeper at individuals’ personal beliefs,
social values and views of the world to learn exactly why different types of travellers seek out entirely
different travel experiences. Visitors to Cochrane come for authentic experiences that focus on our
western heritage and beautiful location.

Cochrane Tourism
The Cochrane Tourism Association is a destination marketing organization that focuses on marketing for
their membership group and works in coordination with the two Destination Marketing Funds from the
hotels to attract overnight stays for the hotels.
CTA has been in operation for 10 years. The CTA does well in its ability to attract hotel guests to the
CTA member hotels. They have developed good relations with Travel Alberta and one of the only small
towns with their Alberta Tourism Information Service site. The marketing efforts from the CTA has been
consistent and always present. The CTA website has many visits per year and they have done a wonderful
job at promoting all of the Local events in town. They have set up a formal board of directors with
an established governance model and bylaws. Strong relationships have been established with other
Business groups and the Town’s Economic Development Department.

Cochrane RancheHouse
The Tourism Workgroup SWOT analysis determined that the lack of a conference centre in Cochrane is a
weakness. This can be confusing as the Cochrane RancheHouse is a conference centre in the Cochrane
Ranche that can accommodate groups of up to 225 of considerable size. Some believe it is too far away
from the centre of town to draw any major conference and has a lack of nearby hotel space, making
it an undesirable location for multi-day events. The Cochrane Ranche has been a wedding ceremony
hotspot for many years and has the potential to gain respect as a place to hold small to medium-sized
conferences. The RancheHouse would benefit from a group that could help them search out and bid for
conferences. A coordinated group could also assist in coordinating with hotels and shuttle companies to
host multi-day conferences, smaller trade shows and cultural expositions.
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OPPORTUNITIES
The region draws tourists from around the world, nationally and regionally with many tourists using
this region as a hub and then exploring the areas around Calgary including the national and provincial
parks. As well, the 1.24 Million residents of Calgary are avid regional travellers and should be taken into
consideration as tourists for Cochrane. Travellers to Cochrane want a programmed experience that they
don’t have to coordinate themselves.
While there are many tourism assets (events, festivals, open spaces, shopping districts and commercial
businesses) that benefit from tourism, there is an opportunity for the Cochrane Tourism Association to
expand their offering from just marketing Cochrane to provide support and guidance in helping private
businesses create a tourism product ready for marketing to the tourism industry and traveller. The CTA
would also help businesses work together and cluster offerings into marketable products that will draw
tourists into Cochrane. These tourism products would focus on unique Cochrane experiences that are
authentic, cultural in nature and focussed on Cochrane’s strengths and the identified SWOT opportunities.
Cochrane Tourism would use their existing relationship with Travel Alberta to promote the newly created
Tourism product to an international travel audience.
The CTA can also help shopping districts program their areas with attractions that add to the shopping
experience for both Cochranites and Tourists creating a brand promise that stays true to Cochrane’s
culture. Events that attract tourists could draw upon the CTA to help market events to a wider audience
and assist these groups in creating stronger partnerships, attracting more sponsorships and volunteers.

‘Grandfather Tree’ Cochrane Ranche
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IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
The Cochrane Tourism Association will take the lead in ensuring the strategy’s implementation over the
next 5 years. This is an opportunity for CTA to reinvent themselves and provide not only the marketing of
Tourism on behalf of Cochrane but be the experts in Tourism product creation.
Progress will depend on all tourism stakeholders using the Strategy as a road-map for marketing, product
development and investment decisions. Cochrane Economic Development and the CTA will build a
better working relationship and reach out to all stakeholders for support and guidance to implement
the plan. The synergies to be gained from working together on the strategy can accelerate the level of
progress and the likelihood of achieving the collective vision and goals. Networking and regular shared
discussions on the strategic priorities will be important in promoting a collaborative approach and
sustaining momentum.
Currently Cochrane Tourism’s main sources of funding come from an annual operating grant from the
Town of Cochrane and two Destination Marketing Funds. It is important that the Town of Cochrane
funding remain in place for the life of the Strategy to ensure success. Other funding sources will be
investigated in the form of provincial grants to fund specific projects.
The objectives and goals will be prioritized into short, medium and long-term deliverables and annual
work plans will be created by Cochrane Tourism with specific projects to address each goal. Some projects
will be ongoing through the multi year plan an some with have specific time bound deliverables.

View West of Cochrane xiv
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TOURISM STRATEGY
OBJECTIVES AND GOALS
Objective One – Develop the Cochrane Experience to establish Cochrane as a unique
destination to compel travellers to visit.
Cochrane needs to create and implement a compelling brand and build an effective long-term consistent
campaign that differentiates Cochrane from its competitors, creates an emotional connection and
generates a desire to visit. The brand needs to integrate across all marketing channels, including paid
media, digital, travel trade, travel media, visitor services, literature and partnerships.

Goals

1. Implement a compelling brand, build and measure success of effective campaigns:
a. Additional research gathering statistics from local hotels, tourism membership and tourism
businesses in Cochrane and surrounding area.
b. Identify Export Ready Tourism Businesses or Business Opportunities to build the Cochrane
Experience.
c. Create a working group for the Cochrane Experience Brand Strategy.
d. Establish metrics to measure effectiveness of campaigns developed and incorporate as part of the
Cochrane Experience Brand.
e. RFP to marketing companies – to create Cochrane Experience Brand
f. Develop seasonal campaigns strategy – collaborating with business/organizations to showcase the
year-round activities, events and content for all marketing channels
2. Review key visitor groups and prioritize tourism products and marketing campaigns to attract them:
a. Create matrix of tourism products to correlate with the traveller groups identified in Cochrane’s EQ
Workshops. (No-Hassle Traveller, Cultural Explorer and Free Spirit)
b. Work with Travel Alberta, Destination Canada to target identified markets and create packages to
support tourism opportunities in Cochrane for travellers.
3. Develop a marketing and communications plan to promote awareness and appreciation among
Cochranites of the value of tourism and engage key stakeholders to champion and promote tourism:
a. Develop strategy to market Tourism business and services to Cochranites
• Toolkit – Culture and Tourism – Visitor Friendly Alberta
b. Market new Cochrane Experience brand internally to Cochranites - local packages – backyard
adventures
• Business to Business through Familiarization Tours
• Assist with Cochrane Open Doors – to promote Tourism to Cochranites
4. Create a comprehensive Visitor Centre Program that is cohesive with the overall Cochrane tourism brand
a. Assist in the Development of a Visitor Centre Program with the staff of the VIC.
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Men of Vision xiv

Objective Two - Provide guidance, resources and partnerships to enhance existing
tourism products.

All current tourism products in Cochrane are created and maintained by private business and non-profit
event groups (except for public parks and the annual Canada Day event delivered by the municipality).
Businesses and non-profit event groups need more support to fully enhance their tourism products. They
also need assistance accessing government funding that could help improve their events and attractions.

Goals
1. Provide seminars and workshops in collaboration with Alberta Tourism on creating export ready
products for international travellers.
a. Research seminars and workshops available to tourism business and services.
b. Research funding opportunities for events and attractions.
c. Develop plan to market and deliver seminars and workshops to Tourism business and services in
Cochrane.
2. Assist industry and businesses in creating new and more competitive products. Identify events that are
unique to Cochrane and assist in enhancing the event.
3. Collaborate on the permitting process for events and attractions to make it easier to operate in
Cochrane.
4. Re-establish and enhance the Cochrane Ambassador Program in partnership with the VIC.
5. Foster collaboration and communication between event groups and businesses to enhance existing
tourism products.
a. Create list of groups, their events and other services they provide (ex. Tent rentals, catering)
b. Collaborate on volunteer program to assist groups in showcasing their event and how volunteers
can get involved.
c. Assist event organizers in options for promoting their events and tracking results (Eventbrite,
Picatic, media)
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View from Links of GlenEagles Golf Course

Objective Three - Attract and create new tourism products to/in Cochrane

To create a sustainable tourism industry in Cochrane, the attraction of new tourism products is necessary.
As Cochrane grows, the town will have more capacity to hold more attractions and tourism specific
businesses. New attractions to promote year-round activities showcasing the Cochrane Experience to
provide the local economy with continuous visitors and lessen the reliance on a strong high season in
the summer and early fall.

Goals

1. Create a plan to attract tourism products that align with Cochrane’s authentic cultural experiences.
a. Develop list of potential tourist products based on what Cochrane and area has to offer for
experiences to travellers.
2. Support the development of products that create visitor traffic year round
a. Develop timeline of events, attractions and business to establish key areas of focus and products to
fill the gaps for consistent visitors.
3. Investigate opportunities for culinary tourism
a. Membership to Alberta Culinary Tourism Alliance
b. Develop and implement Cochrane Dining Guide
4. Investigate the enhancement or creation of Western Heritage or Indigenous Peoples’ tourism products
5. Assist in programing of retail shopping areas to promote and create a tourism product

Objective Four – Maintain, upgrade and enhance municipal infrastructure that enhances
the Cochrane Experience

The Town of Cochrane has many future infrastructure projects that will enhance the visitor experience. It
is important for future infrastructure projects to first facilitate the needs of Cochranites but there is also a
need to consider opportunities for new municipal buildings, sports facilities, community space, park areas
and open spaces to draw visitors to Cochrane.

Goals

1. Support and assist with the continued implementation of the Integrated Downtown Action Plan
2. Provide support and consultation on the development of the Cultural Hub
3. Provide support and consultation on the continued implementation of the Historic Downtown
Revitalization Plan
4. Provide consultation and support for future infrastructure projects
2018
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APPENDIX A

NO-HASSLE TRAVELLERS
23% OF ALBERTA MARKET

51%

49%

Education: High school or no certificate; college apprenticeship or trades certificate/diploma
Employment: Trades, transport and equipment operators; sales and service; management; natural
resources/agriculture; manufacturing and utilities

Household Income: $118, 734 (the Alberta average is $119,391)
Age Ranges:

Household Makeup:

20-34

22%

35-54

No children
at home

28%

37%

55+

2018

25%

Children
at home
63%
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ALBERTA NO-HASSLE TRAVELLERS WANT TRAVEL
AND ACCOMMODATION TO BE MORE STRUCTURED
AND PLANNED THAN SPONTANEOUS, HELPING THEM
RELAX AND ENJOY NATURE IN A SAFE ENVIRONMENT.
WHAT ARE THEIR TRAVEL VALUES?

WHAT ARE THEIR SOCIAL VALUES?

NO-HASSLE TRAVELLERS SEEK:

NO-HASSLE TRAVELLERS VALUE:

Group Travel: They are more comfortable

Personal Control: They are seeking more control

travelling with other people, with a guide or on
an organized tour.

Security: Anxious travellers, they worry about

over the events that impact their lives.

Financial Security: They work hard for their

their safety and other negative experiences.

money and enjoy spending it, but they also
appreciate a good bargain.

Escape: They want to get away from it all and

Need for Status Recognition: They desire to be

Hedonistic Rejuvenation: Vacation is a time

Scepticism Towards Advertising: They do not

have a break from their responsibilities back
home.

to be carefree and indulge – they will enjoy a spa,
great cuisine and other opportunities for a little
pampering.

Nature Travel: They want to relax, enjoy

viewing wildlife, beautiful scenery and being “in
nature.”

held in esteem and respect by others, through good
manners, taste and style.
turn to or appreciate advertising and they downplay
the importance of brands as markers of quality.

Meaningful Moments: They cherish the ordinary
moments in everyday life – they will take time to
indulge in individual pleasures.

Work Ethic: A strong work ethic is important, as is
a sense of duty to others.

NO-HASSLE TRAVELLERS AVOID:
Importance of Brand: Brand names do

not impress them – they are more interested
in all-inclusive touring and accommodation
experiences that align with their values.

Holistic Health: Sensitive to the need to pay

attention to spiritual, mental and physical health,
they feel that the healthy choices they make today
will pay off in the future.

Cultural Immersion: They are not interested

in immersing themselves in the culture of the
places they visit – they prefer to “observe” rather
than “live like a local.”

Unstructured Travel: They are interested

in knowing where they will be and what they
will be doing. They prefer more certainty and
predictability.

Constant Travel: They do not live to travel
and do not believe travel is needed to truly
experience life.
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EXPERIENCE APPEAL AND TRAVEL BEHAVIOURS
WHAT ATTRACTS THEM TO A PLACE
(IN DESCENDING ORDER)

10 MOST APPEALING ACTIVITIES
(IN DESCENDING ORDER)

1.

Well-known natural wonders

1.

2.

World Heritage Sites, well-known historic sites
and buildings

Dining at restaurants offering local 			
ingredients

2.

Wildlife viewing and bird watching

3.

National and provincial parks to view wildlife
and surrounding nature and/or to 			
participate in adventure experiences

3.

Visiting well-known historic sites and natural
wonders

4.

Amusement/theme parks

4.

Visiting aquariums/zoos

5.

Palaeontological/ archaeological sites

5.

6.

Aquariums/zoos

7.

Multi-day touring on their own by car

Visiting national and provincial parks to view
nature/wildlife, visit interpretative centres/		
museums and participate in adventure 		
experiences

8.

Swimming, tubing, waterskiing, etc. or fishing

6.

Viewing northern lights/aurora

9.

Staying at a mountain resort or tent camping

7.

Multi-day touring in their own car

8.

Food-related factory tours

9.

Visiting small towns, villages

10. Visiting World Heritage Sites

3 OF THE LEAST APPEALING ACTIVITIES
1.

Staying at a hostel

2.

Motorcycling

3.

Hunting

LAST TRIP
Party composition & size: The greatest majority travelled in groups of two (49%). More likely (compared to
all Canadians) to travel as three or more adults (25%). 19% will travel as two adults with children.

Duration: On short-haul trips, the highest percentage took trips between 1-3 nights (42%) or 4-7 nights (41%),
which is similar to Canadians in general.

Spend: At $1240 per party per trip, they are the lowest spenders and are lower than Canadians in general ($1443)

TOP 3 SOURCES FOR TRIP PLANNING
1.

Websites of airlines, hotels, attractions or other services at destination

2.

Discussions with friends, family and business colleagues

3.

Websites of online retailers, travel agencies or tour operators
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Product:

Price:

• Organized tours
• Natural wonders
• Smaller-scale operations

• All-inclusive packages, organized tours
• Do not need luxury
• Value for money

CANADIAN
NO-HASSLE
TRAVELLERS
Promotion:
• Get people talking - word of mouth
or word of mouse
• High quality websites
• Travel guides/books, magazines/		
newspaper
• Emphasize relaxation, pampering and
shared experiences
• Traditional travel advertising
• Email promotions
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Close the Sale!
• Online travel retailers, tour 		
operators and agencies sites are 		
regularly used by today’s travellers
• Include a clear ‘call to action’ on 		
high quality websites with ability
to book online or connect via 		
phone
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CULTURAL EXPLORERS
9% OF ALBERTA MARKET

51%

49%

Education: High school; university degree
Employment: Sales and service; business and finance, arts/culture/recreation and sport; sciences;
education, law/social, community and government

Household Income: $101,584 (the Alberta average is $119,391)
Age Ranges:

Household Makeup:

20-34

30%

No children
at home

35-54

27%

42%

55+

24%

2018

Children
at home
58%
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ENTHUSIASTIC TRAVELLERS, CULTURAL EXPLORERS
ENJOY PACKING LOTS OF ACTIVITIES INTO A DAY,
PARTICULARLY THOSE THAT HELP THEM BECOME
IMMERSED IN THE LOCAL CULTURE.
WHAT ARE THEIR TRAVEL VALUES?

WHAT ARE THEIR SOCIAL VALUES?

CULTURAL EXPLORERS SEEK:

CULTURAL EXPLORERS VALUE:

Cultural Immersion: They believe that the

Cultural Sampling: They believe that other

best way to experience a culture is to interact
with the locals.

Constant Travel: Always looking forward to
planning and taking the next trip.

Unstructured Travel: They prefer not to be

constrained to “tourist” schedules or destinations,
and will chart their own courses.

Historical Travel: They love to learn about and
absorb themselves in the history and culture of
the places they visit.

Nature Travel: They will choose destinations

that provide opportunities to experience natural
beauty.

Shared Experiences: They are attracted to

groups in which they can socialize and share the
experience, using social media for sharing during
and after the trip.

CULTURAL EXPLORERS AVOID:
Comfort Seeking: They are not put off by

experiences that require them to step out of
their comfort zones or experiences that don’t
provide the conveniences and comfort they are
accustomed to.

cultures have a lot to teach them; experiencing
other cultures will influence how they live their
own lives.

Financial Security: They work hard for their
money and enjoy spending it, but they also
appreciate a good bargain.

Importance of Spontaneity: They enjoy the

unexpected in life; they welcome and appreciate
surprises.

Personal Creativity: They love to use their

imagination and creativity at work and play, sharing
their ideas with others.

Personal Control: They feel in control of their

lives and not afraid to take on moderate risk if it
means they can learn something new.

Need for Uniqueness: They like the be different
from others and will pay attention to their manner
of dress and appearance.

Social Responsibility: They believe in giving back
to those in need.

Personal Escape: They long for that which is

beyond the practical and want to experience beauty
and pleasure in surprise and astonishment. This
helps them with major purchases or planning.

Luxury Travel: They are not motivated by a

desire to have and experience the finest food,
accommodations and amenities available.
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EXPERIENCE APPEAL AND TRAVEL BEHAVIOURS
WHAT ATTRACTS THEM TO A PLACE
(IN DESCENDING ORDER)

10 MOST APPEALING ACTIVITIES
(IN DESCENDING ORDER)

1.

Well-known natural wonders, World Heritage
Sites and historic sites

1.

Attending farmers’ markets

2.

Palaeontological/archaeological sites

2.

Dining at restaurants offering local ingredients

3.

National/provincial parks (for viewing wildlife
and participating in adventure sports)

3.

Visiting national and provincial parks to visit
interpretative centres/museums, see wildlife
and participate in recreational activities

4.

Interacting with the locals and multicultural
experiences

4.

Wildlife viewing and bird watching

5.

Multi-day touring on their own by train or car

5.

Viewing outdoor/street performances (free)

6.

Mountains and glaciers

6.

Visiting small towns, villages

7.

Cities (for strolling around, looking at
architecture, etc.)

7.

Viewing northern lights/aurora

8.

Food-related factory tours

8.

Camping or staying at a wilderness lodge or
mountain resort

9.

Mountain and glacier viewing

9.

Boating, fishing, watersports

10. Shopping at local arts and craft studios or 		
exhibitions

10. Visiting small towns and villages and touring
through rural areas

3 OF THE LEAST APPEALING ACTIVITIES
1.

Participating in multi-day guided group tours by bus

2.

Golfing

3.

Hunting

LAST TRIP
Party composition & size: The majority will travel in groups of two (52%) or three+ (21%). More likely
(compared to all Canadians) to travel with children (12% vs 9%).

Duration: On short-haul trips, the highest percentage took trips between 1-3 nights (36%), but,

compared to all Canadians, they have a higher likelihood to take longer trips of 8-14 nights (22% vs. 14%),
15-21 nights (6% vs. 4%) or 22+ nights (4% vs. 2%) Average duration of 7 nights.

Spend: Top spenders, at $1835 per party per trip. Significantly higher than Canadians in general ($1443).

TOP 3 SOURCES FOR TRIP PLANNING
1.

Websites of online retailers, travel agencies or tour operators

2.

Websites of airlines, hotels, attractions or other services at destination

3.

Discussions with friends, family and business colleagues
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Product:

Price:

• Interactive and immersive 		
experiences
• Beautiful scenery, active 			
adventure, shopping, dining, 		
and outdoor festivals/events
• Allows free exploration
• Environmentally, socially 			
responsible

• Will pay for unique experiences, 		
local, sustainable and ethical product
• Value for money
• Respond well to discounts and 		
feeling like they are getting a ‘deal’
• Transparency of offering

CANADIAN
CULTURAL
EXPLORERS
Promotion:
• Get people talking - word of mouth or 		
word of mouse
• Varied and expensive media mix, heavy 		
emphasis on websites
• Include other traveller reviews
• Social connection with locals
• Stylish, creative
• Traditional advertising (newspaper, 		
magazine, billboard)
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Close the Sale!
• Partner with airlines, hotels, attraction 		
and services in your area
• Travel agencies, travel operations and tour
guide websites are sales channels - make
sure where possible you are listed
• Include a clear ‘call to action’ on websites
and social channels
• Make it clear how to book online or 		
connect via phone
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FREE SPIRITS

15% OF ALBERTA MARKET

50%

50%

Education: University certificate/diploma/degree
Employment: Sales and service; trades/transport/equipment; business and finance
Household Income: $101,534 (the Alberta average is $119,391)
Age Ranges:

Household Makeup:

20-34

26%

35-54

29%

55+

22%

2018

No children
at home
34%

Children
at home
66%
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FREE SPIRITS ARE ENTHUSIASTIC ABOUT A WIDE
RANGE OF ACTIVITIES, PARTICULARLY OUTDOOR
NATURE EXPERIENCES, SHOPPING AND HANDS-ON
ACTIVITIES. LOOK FOR THEM AT FESTIVALS, EVENTS
AND SPECTATOR EVENTS.
WHAT ARE THEIR TRAVEL VALUES?

WHAT ARE THEIR SOCIAL VALUES?

FREE SPRITS SEEK:

FREE SPIRITS VALUE:

Comparison Travel: They love to travel – and

Importance of Brand: A brand name is an

brag about the superiority of the places they have
visited.

Luxury: They often aspire to stay in the most

luxurious accommodations and venues they can
afford.

Samplers: They want to see all the main

attractions, but not in-depth – they will use
detailed itineraries, ensuring that they don’t miss
anything!

Shared Experiences: Free Spirits are attracted
to groups where they can socialize and share the
experience with others – using social media for
sharing during and after the trip.

Exhibitionism: They enjoy being the centre

of attention and will dance the night away in a
nightclub.

indicator of quality, style and status.

Need for Status Recognition: They want to
show off their success to the world.

Joy of Consumption: Love to shop! Free spirits

find shopping highly gratifying, but they are not
impulsive. They are discriminating consumers and
will shop around to get what they want, which is not
necessarily the cheapest product.

Penchant for Risk: They are confident risk-takers,
secure in their ability to reach their goals no matter
what obstacles they may face.

Selective Use of Professional Services: They

are willing to trust professionals to help them with
major purchases or planning.

Constant Travel: Always looking forward to
planning and taking the next trip.

FREE SPIRITS AVOID
Reluctant Travel: Free spirits are always

planning their next trip – they are not content to
experience the world through internet or TV.
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EXPERIENCE APPEAL AND TRAVEL BEHAVIOURS
WHAT ATTRACTS THEM TO A PLACE
(IN DESCENDING ORDER)

10 MOST APPEALING ACTIVITIES
(IN DESCENDING ORDER)

1.

Well-known natural wonders, historic sites
and buildings

1.

2.

Swimming, tubing, waterskiing, etc.

3.

Downhill skiing/ snowboarding

4.

World Heritage Sites

5.

Mountains and glacier viewing

3.

Wildlife viewing, land-based animals and
bird watching
Visiting national and provincial parks to
view nature/wildlife, visit interpretative 		
centres/ museums and participate in
		
adventure experiences
Dining at restaurants offering local ingredients

6.

National and provincial parks to view wildlife
and surrounding nature and/or participate in
adventure experiences

4.

Viewing northern lights/aurora

5.

Visiting aquariums, zoos, amusement and
theme parks

7.

Boating (sailing, motor craft, houseboat)

6.

8.

Multi-day touring in their own car

Visiting well-known historic sites and 		
buildings

9.

Aquariums/ zoos

7.

Mountain and glacier viewing

8.

Food-related factory tours

9.

Attending farmers markets

10. Amusement/ theme parks

2.

		

10. Swimming, tubing, waterskiing, etc.

3 OF THE LEAST APPEALING ACTIVITIES
1.

Farm stays

2.

Undertaking travel philanthropy/ voluntourism

3.

Staying at a hostel

LAST TRIP
Party composition & size: More likely (compared to all Canadians) to travel with children (33% vs
27%), but the majority will travel in groups of two (42%) or three+ (22%) adults on short-haul trips.

Duration: On short-haul trips, the highest percentage took trips between 1-3 nights (51%), but,

compared to all Canadians, they have a higher likelihood to take longer trips of 8-14 nights (19% vs. 14%).
Average duration of 5 nights.

Spend: At $1462 per party per trip they have a slightly higher spend on short-haul trips, compared to
Canadians in general ($1443).

TOP 3 SOURCES FOR TRIP PLANNING
1.

Websites of online retailers, travel agencies or tour operators

2.

Websites of airlines, hotels, attractions or other services at destination

3.

Discussions with friends, family and business colleagues
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Product:

Price:

•
•
•
•

• Offer a range of options
• Menu of choices

More active participation*
More entertainment
Involves the main sights
Kid-friendly for those who travel as
a family
• Social events, festivals
• Multi-faceted
• Convenient

CANADIAN
FREE
SPIRITS

40

Promotion:

Close the Sale!

• Get people talking
• Lively and direct
• Event stronger new media presence, 		
coupled with traditional travel advertising*
• They want to read about the ‘must sees’ in
publications (media relations)
• Styling
• Emphasize comfort and the familiar

• Travel agencies, travel operators and tour
guide website are sale channels - make 		
sure where possible you are listed
• Partner with airlines, hotels, attractions 		
and services in your area
• Include a clear ‘call to action’ on websites
and social channels
• Make it clear how to book online or 		
connect via phone
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APPENDIX B
Business Survey Results
When asked why people come to Cochrane:

Partake in an event
Historic Downtown
Show (music or theater)
Camping
Cycling
Cochrane Ranche Trail
Shopping
Dining
Golf
Weddings
Visit Family
Fishing
Sports Team or Tournament
Other
0%

2018

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%
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Business Survey Results
When asked who should be responsible for the creation of tourist products?

Tourism products or attractions have typically been created by private businesses or non-profit event
groups with few exceptions like public parks and open spaces. When asked, who should be responsible
for the creation of tourist products?

Private Businesses and
Non-Profit Event Groups
Public Sector (Municipality)

Other
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ANSWER CHOICES:						RESPONSES:
Private Businesses and Non-Profit Events Groups
60.47%
Public Sector (Municipality)						55.81%
Other
27.91%
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Event Organizers Survey Results
When asked what event has the biggest impact on their business?

Cochrane Bridal Fair
Annual Kimmett Cup (Feb)
Cochrane Light Up (Nov)
Cochrane Santa Claus Parade
Cochrane Winter Fest
Cochrane Children's Festival
Cochrane Farmers' Market
Cochrane Street Market
Labour Day Rodeo
Labour Day Parade
Cochrane Show and Shine
Outhouse Races (Sep)
Cochrane Doors Open (June)
Christmas Market
Footstock (Jun)
Other

*See Below
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*Other: Cochrane Trade Show, Cochrane Main Street Market, Rogers Hometown
Hockey, Hockey Camps, BMX and Cycling Events, Diaper Derby
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Event Organizers Survey Results
When asked why people come to Cochrane?

Partake in an Event
Historic Downtown
Show (music or theater)
Camping
Cycling
Cochrane Ranche Trail
Shopping
Dining
Golf
Weddings
Visit Family
Fishing
Sports Team or Tournament
Other
0
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The top four things that have had a positive impact on the responders’ events are:
•
•
•
•

Better or more marketing efforts
Great weather
Cochrane’s growth
Increase in volunteers

The top four things that have had a negative impact on the events are:
•
•
•
•

Poor weather
Lack of venues for events
Cochranites too busy
No negative impact seen

Tourism products or attractions have typically been created by private businesses or non-profit event
groups with a few exceptions like public parks and open spaces. The responders were asked; Who should
be responsible for the creation of tourist products?

Private Businesses and
Non-Profit Event Groups
Public Sector (Municipality)

Other
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ANSWER CHOICES:						RESPONSES:
Private Businesses and Non-Profit Events Groups
66.67%
Public Sector (Municipality)
55.56%
Other									22.22%
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